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Abstract: When a company undertakes e-commerce transactions for the first time, most major web sites set the initial credit
score of the company as zero, which making buyers and sellers can’t judge the partners’ credibility. In recent years, although
commercial banks and some specialized credit rating agencies have established more comprehensive and scientific indicators for
evaluating the credit of an enterprise, few scholars apply such credit evaluation indicators to the credit management of
e-commerce business. Yu Yang and Guangxing Song (2009) put forward a method to convert the traditional credit rating from
the credit rating agency—Standard & Poor’s into the initial credit score. Based on this work, the authors convert the traditional
credit rating from the credit rating agency—Moody’s into the initial credit score, and compare these two methods, hoping to
encourage companies with rating score to participate in e-commerce transactions with true identity. On the background of
current internet real-name system implementation, our research is very important for enterprise credit management.
Key words: Standard & Poor's, Moody's, credit rating, initial reputation score

1. INTRODUCTION
The rise of the internet as the representative of information technology has brought a huge impact on
traditional business activities, and a virtual market—e-commerce market has been built on the original market.
According to statistics, E-commerce market in China in 2010 amounts to more than 4 trillion yuan. The internet
market is attracting more businesses, individuals and capital. However, the current e-commerce market has to face
this fact: Technology is no longer the bottleneck of e-commerce, while credit is the major environmental factor
impacting on e-commerce development. The reason is that the network has broken through time and space
constraints, and the virtual network creates a more prominent "lemons" problem[1]. We found that despite the
commercial banks and specialized credit rating agencies have established a more comprehensive and scientific
assessment of corporate credit indicators, few scholars apply such corporate credit evaluation indicators to
e-commerce business credit management. Internet real-name system implementation requires companies to
participate in e-commerce transactions with true identity. So in this paper, we compare the converted results based
on the credit rating from Standard & Poor's (the following abbreviated as S & P) and Moody's, hoping to encourage
companies with rating score to participate in e-commerce transactions with true identify.
2. PROFILE OF CREDIT RATING AGENCIES: S & P AND MOODY'S
Moody's, Standard & Poor's and Fitch are internationally recognized professional credit rating agencies.
According to the report of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), among all banks and companies with
credit rating assessment in the world, Moody's covering 80% of the banks and 78% of the companies, S & P
covers 37% of the banks and 66% of the companies, and Fitch covers 27% of the banks and 8% of the
companies, so these three agencies virtually monopoly the international rating industry. Moody's annual revenue
is about 1.5 billion dollars, S & P is about 1 billion dollars, and Fitch is around 500 million dollars. So we can
say, the comparative research based on S & P and Moody's credit rating in this paper covers most parts of the
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market of credit rating assessment.
3. COMPARASION OF LONG TERM CREDIT RATING FROM S& P WITH MOODY'S
S & P and Moody's classify corporate credit as “long-term credit rating”, “short-term credit rating”.
Long-term credit rating mainly assesses the credit of a corporate, a nation or a region, and that of long-term
bank loans, long-term bonds, equities and extended loans; Short-term credit rating mainly assesses commercial
paper, bond repurchase, current loans and other short-term financial behavior. According to the features of
e-commerce, the long-term corporate credit rating is the best choice as evaluation information to be converted to
reflect the corporate credit. S & P and Moody's long-term credit are different in the expression [2], shown in
Table 1:
Table 1．Long-term credit rating of S & P and Moody's
S&P
long-term
credit rating
AAA

Rating implications

strong liquidity, credit risk is very small

Moody's
long-term
credit rating

Moody's
long-term
segment of
credit rating

Rating implications

Aaa

Aaa1

the highest quality, lowest credit
risk

Aa1
AA

strong liquidity, low risk

Aa

Aa2

credit quality is high, only a very
low credit risk

Aa3
A1
A

strong liquidity, sometimes affected by business
environment and other internal and external adverse
conditions changes, but with less risk

A

A2

With medium an high credit grades,
and low credit risk

A3
Baa1
BBB

has some liquidity, but are vulnerably affected by
business environment and other internal and external
adverse conditions changes, the general level of risk

Baa

Baa2

moderate credit risk. Those debts
belongs to moderate rating, so with
some speculative characteristics

Baa3

BB

B

liquidity is a little weak, risk is relatively increasing,
more sensitive to the business environment and other
internal and external conditions changes, with great
uncertainty
liquidity is weak, risk is relatively increasing, more
sensitive to the business environment and other
internal and external conditions changes, with great
uncertainty

Ba1
Ba

Ba2

has some speculative, higher credit
risk

Ba3
B1
B

B2

speculative debt, high credit risk

B3
Caa1

CCC

liquidity is weak, risk is higher than B level, more
sensitive to the business environment and other
internal and external conditions changes, with great
uncertainty

Caa

Caa2

poor credit status, credit risk is
extremely high.

Caa3

CC

liquidity is very weak, risk is relatively increasing,
more sensitive to the business environment and other
internal and external conditions changes, with great
uncertainty

Ca

Ca1

C

brink of bankruptcy, debt service capacity is very
low

C

C1

D

bankruptcy

highly speculative, likely or very
likely to default, and only a little
hope for recovery of principal and
interest
the lowest bond rating, usually
breach of contract, recovery of
principal and interest is remote
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We can see in Table 1 that the description of S & P for the class "D" is "bankruptcy". Yu Yang and other
scholars[3] believe that such enterprises can't engage in e-commerce transactions, so the enterprises' rating
information can not be converted into initial credit score in the credit management system of e-commerce site;
The comment of Moody's for class "C" is “the lowest bond rating, usually breach of contract, recovery of
principal and interest is remote”. We believe that such enterprises also can't engage in e-commerce transactions,
the enterprises' rating information can not be converted into initial credit score in the credit management system.
For the credit rating "C" of Standard & Poor's, Yu Yang and other scholars believe that, although those
enterprises are near bankruptcy, and debt service capacity is very low, they can still engage in e-commerce
transactions, so we define the initial credit score as 0, that is, the company is a new user who didn't engage in
any of e-commerce transactions before; Similarly, for Moody's credit rating "Ca", we believe that, although the
companies are highly speculative, and possible or likely breach of contract, only little hope of recovery of
principal and interest, they can still engage in e-commerce transactions. Therefore, we define its initial
reputation score in e-commerce site as 0.
For an enterprise which has the highest credit rating class "AAA" in S & P, Yu Yang and other scholars
believe that, even if the enterprise has not engaged in any e-commerce transactions, the company's credit
situation has reached the average credit level X of all enterprises engaged in e-commerce transactions (assuming
the average reputation score of all sellers in an e-commerce site is X). In other word, traditional credit rating
information of this enterprise is converted into the initial credit score X. Similarly, we also convert the highest
rating information "Aaa"from Moody's into initial credit score X.
4. COMPARE OF THE TWO MODELS OF CONVERTING TRADITIONAL CREDIT RATING
FROM S & P AND MOODY'S INTO THE INITIAL CREDIT SCORE
Based on the previous section, we compare the two models of converting the traditional credit rating from
S & P and Moody's into the initial reputation score. As the final credit rating is expressed in English letters, and
the form of the user's credit situation in online reputation management system is in digital, so first, we need to
convert the long-term credit rating in English letters into digital form.
In this paper, firstly we define m as the long-term credit rating, where m = 1,2,3 ,........ For example, in S &
P m = 1 corresponds to AAA; in Moody's m = 1 corresponds to Aaa. Secondly, S & P and Moody's long-term
credit rating is divided into three categories by order. We define n = 1,2,3. For example, AAA-A in S & P is
Category 1, BBB-B is Category 2, and CCC-C is Category 3; Aaa-A in Moody's is Category 1, Baa-B is
Category 2, and Caa-Ca is Category 3. So the final conversion model of the credit rating in S & P [3] is:
 m 1
n 1
Ym  
 X  a 
8


wherem  1,2,3,......9, n  1,2,3

(1)

Conversion model of the credit rating in Moody's is:
 m 1
‘ n 1
Ym'  
- bp  1 X
X  a
7


wherem  1,2,3,......8, n  1,2,3, p  1,2,3

 

(2)

Where Ym is the initial credit score converted from the credit rating in S & P, Y‘m is the initial credit
score converted from the credit rating in Moody's. X is the average reputation score of all the sellers. The gap
between different categories of credit rating is greater than the internal gap in a category. For example, the gap
between A and BBB in S & P is greater than the gap between AA and A, and the gap between A and Baa in
Moody's credit rating is greater than the gap between Aa and A. Therefore, we use credit category differential
factor a in (1), and a ' in (2). a n 1 and a ' n1 represent the credit rating gap between adjacent categories.
According to all the comments of Standard & Poor's and Moody's credit rating, Yu Yang and other scholars
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define the credit category differential factor in S & P as a  1 . In this paper, we define the credit category
2

differential factor in Moody's as a '  2 .
3

Because Moody's credit rating from Aa to Caa has amendment numbers l, 2, 3: number 1 indicates that the
credit rating in its category ranks higher; number 2 ranking in the middle; number 3 indicates that the credit
rating in its category ranks lower. So we introduce credit category internal differential factor b, and p represents
amendment number, 1,2,3. So b (p-1) represents the internal gap within a credit rating category. There are no
amendment number for Aaa and Ca. For the convenience of conversion, we define Aaa = Aaa1, Ca = Ca1.
According to above comments about Moody's credit rating, we define credit category internal differential factor
b

1 .
63

In summary, model (1) and (2) can be changed into:
n 1

 m 1
1
Ym  
X  

8


2
wherem  1,2,3,......9, n  1,2,3

(3)

n 1

1
 m 1
2
p  1X
Ym'  
X   
7
63


3
wherem  1,2,3,......8, n  1,2,3, p  1,2,3

(4)

5. COMPARISON OF THE CONVERSION RESULTS OF CREDIT RATINGS FROM S & P AND
MOODY'S
Based on the above models, we take Taobao as an example to converse credit rating. According to the past
transactions of Taobao sellers, Yu Yang and other scholars assume that the average credit score of all Taobao
sellers is X = 2000, corresponding the initial credit 0. Then according to formula (3) (4), the conversion results
of credit rating from S & P and Moody's are shown in Table 2:
Table 2. The conversion results of credit rating from S & P and Moody's
long-term credit
rating from S & P
AAA
AA

A

initial credit score for credit
rating from S & P and
calculated results（ Ym )

long-term segment
credit rating from
Moody's

X（2000）

Aaa

Aaa1

X（2000）

Aa

Aa1
Aa2
Aa3

54X/63（1714）
53X/63（1682）
52X/63（1650）

A1

45X/63（1428）

A2

44X/63（1396）

7X/8（1750）

3X/4（1500）
A

BBB

5X/16（625）
Baa

BB

X/4（500）
Ba

B

initial credit score for credit
rating from Moody's and

long-term credit
rating from
Moody's

3X/16（375）

B

‘

calculated results ( Ym )

A3

43X/63（1365）

Baa1

24X/63（761）

Baa2

23X/63（730）

Baa3

22X/63（698）

Ba1

18X/63（571）

Ba2

17X/63（539）

Ba3

16X/63（507）

B1

12X/63（380）

B2

11X/63（349）

B3

10X/63（317）
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long-term credit
rating from S & P

initial credit score for credit
rating from S & P and

CCC

calculated results（ Ym )

long-term credit
rating from
Moody's

X/16（125）

Caa

long-term segment
credit rating from
Moody's

initial credit score for credit
rating from Moody's and
‘

calculated results ( Ym )

Caa1

4X/63（127）

Caa2

3X/63（95）

Caa3

2X/63（63）

CC

X/32（63）

Ca

Ca1

0

C

0

C

no

no

D

no

As can be seen from Table 2, the initial credit scores converted by the credit rating from S & P and
Moody's are not the same, but the gap is very small. For example, the credit rating AA from S & P is converted
to the initial credit score 1750, while the credit rating Aa1, Aa2, Aa3 from Moody's are converted to the initial
score 1714, 1682, and 1650, these three scores are lower than the converted result of AA from S & P.
BBB from S & P is converted to the initial credit score 625, while Baa1, Baa2, Baa3 from Moody's are
converted to the initial score 761, 730, and 698, these three scores are higher than the converted result of BBB
from S & P.
Credit rating B from S & P is converted to the initial credit score 375, and B1, B2, B3 from Moody's are
converted to the initial score 380, 349, and 317. The initial score 375 corresponding to B from S & P is among
the conversion results of B1, B2, B3 from Moody's.
Because the long-term credit rating in S & P has nine classes, while long-term credit rating in Moody's has
only eight classes, we can see in Table 2, when credit rating CC from S & P is converted to the initial credit
score 62.5, while credit rating Ca from Moody's is converted to the initial credit score 0.
In summary, since the credit rating scores converted from credit ratings in S & P and Moody's are different,
this maybe unfair not only for those enterprises owing the credit ratings from S & P or Moody's, but also for the
enterprises which want to be rated by S & P or Moody's. So it is necessary to unify the conversion results of
credit ratings from S & P and Moody's.
6. UNIFICATION OF CONVERSION RESULTS OF CREDIT RATINGS FROM S & P AND
MOODY'S
Because Moody's credit rating has covered a widespread market, we think that the conversion results of
credit ratings from Moody's can be used as the standard to revise the credit rating conversion results of S & P.
We can see from Table 2, Moody's the conversion score of second stage of long-term segments credit rating is
the mean score of the conversion scores of long-term segments credit ratings. For example, the converted initial
credit score of Aa2 (i.e. 1682) is the mean of initial credit scores of second stage credit ratings of Aa, ... ..., the
converted initial credit score of Caa2 (i.e. 95) is the mean of initial credit scores of second stage credit ratings of
Caa. As the initial credit score after converting between the S & P and Moody's has a small gap, in this paper we
suggest that the initial credit score of second stage of Moody's long-term segments credit rating as the initial
credit score of long-term credit rating from S & P. In this way, the initial credit scores of credit ratings from S &
P in Table 2 should be amended to: AAA (2000), AA (1682), A(1396), BBB (730), BB (539), B (349), CCC (65),
CC (63), C (0), D (no). As the levels of long-term credit rating in S & P is one more than Moody's, we suggest
that the converted initial credit score of CC from S & P remain 63, which equals to that of long-term credit
rating from Moody's.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
The two credit assessment methods of S & P and Moody's are complementary. The credit conversion
methods in this paper provide an effective way for the combination of traditional credit management and
e-commerce credit management, and provide an e-commerce platform to enterprises for fair competition, so as
to encourage enterprises to participate in e-commerce transactions with true identity to gain more market
opportunities. Thereby, our research may contribute to the development of electronic commerce.
For the companies which has no credit ratings from S & P or Moody's but has credit ratings from other
rating agencies, in order to keep the consistency of converted results, they can try to choose those credit rating
agency or financial institutions which are similar to S & P and Moody's in credit evaluation index system or
method. Thus, for companies with credit ratings of other companies, when it is involved in e-commerce
transactions, you can still use formula (3) or (4) to convert credit ratings into the initial reputation scores in
online reputation management system.
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